“It’s Australia, it’s outdoor, it’s sophisticated – its
everything you could possibly want. From your
own backyard!”

Darren Palmer - The Block Judge
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Backyard Ckecklist
Orient yourself
The usefulness of any outdoor area is always dependent on the elements and one in particular will always
reign supreme – the sun. In Australia, the dream is always north facing to make the most of daylight without
getting roasted by it. But all is not lost should you be facing one of the other compass points. Ensure a west
facing yard has an abundance of shade, whether from trees or awnings. In a south facing yard, erect
structures to break up cold southerlies.

Decide on the feeling
Are you after a luxurious Australian coastal aesthetic? Or perhaps a Balinese spa feel? Or even the desert vistas
of Palm Springs? Deciding on this early will help inform everything from plants to furniture. To help realise these
visions, Cemintel’s® Territory range of external cladding has an incredible array of naturally inspired options which
mimic raw building materials like timber or stone without the maintenance or cost.

Life after sunset
Make sure your yard doesn’t disappear with the sun. Think
ahead about your lighting options – there’s a lot more on offer
than your standard outdoor floodlight on a motion sensor.
Selectively placed garden up-lights can add a dramatic wow
factor to your backyard so you can entertain well into the
night (and even to the next morning!). And remember, a firepit
will never fail to impress with its radiating warmth and soft
welcoming light.
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Tailor to your climate
Are you more likely to endure extreme heat or extreme cold where
you live? In many parts of Australia, the answer can be yes to both!
Create undercover areas, particularly over cooking or eating
areas to make your backyard useable for as much of the year as
possible. You can even bring some of the indoors outside by giving
your covered area a ceiling with Gyprock Aquachek™ plasterboard,
which is specially manufactured to resist moisture damage.
Available at Gyprock® Trade, Bunnings plus Gyprock®
and Cemintel® Specialists.
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Gyprock® are thrilled to once again be the
preferred plasterboard supplier for
Australia’s No.1 TV show, The Block now in its 16th season.
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